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About This Game

Detective Grimoire has been called to investigate a murder. The owner of a small tourist attraction, found deep within the heart
of the marshes, seemingly killed by the very mythical creature his attraction is based around... Explore the surrounding area,

inspect the scene of the crime, grill the suspects, solve puzzles, search for clues and uncover the secret of the swamp!

Features

A mixture of investigating and puzzle gameplay, designed with mouse/touch in mind

Assemble Grimoire's thoughts to reach conclusions about the case

A fully voiced and animated cast of characters to interrogate

Beautiful digitally painted environments to explore

Award nominated original orchestral soundtrack
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I've played several hours of this new DLC and lets just say its better than 99% of the AAA game dlc packs.

Get it now!!. A highly atmospheric, stunningly beautiful exploration of a man and his demons, up in the Norwegian fjords
where the Gods (may) still walk. Not what the trailer makes you expect, not a game that will shake you to your core, but another
solid argument for the video game as an interactive storytelling medium.. finally!!!.... Excellent monochromatic arcade style
game. Solid controls and a variety of enemies makes is a rewarding experience with a nice replay value.. This is a simple TBS
game, but extremely fun to play.. Update: On level 4, I think I almost beat it, but the game has broken my will to live, this game
is HARD!

Played the demo a few times and snagged the game. Playing through the first few levels I'm really enjoying this game. It
certainly has the retro feel to it. It is certainly getting harder and still loving it. How did I miss this title? If you are looking for
an old school game and want something new, with a challengeI HIGHLY RECOMMEND THIS. Here is my experience with the
demo if you are curious:

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=GS5IuxF4uNo. Couldn't get it to run :(. Nice dungeon crawl similar to Trove, Strategy is a
must, I like the crafting and summoning advancements. Learned quickly to allocate xp for new spells then skills, overall a fun
game.
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I really enjoy the Hidden Expedition series. This is the #1 game of the timeline and it is a little old.
The graphics and the way of playing are ofcourse not of this time but it's nice to have the game in order to play the full timeline
of Hidden Expedition games.

I wouldn't recommend it for the experience but i would recommend it if you want to play the full storyline of Hidden
Expedition games.. Terrible. Little Selection. Game is very unfinished. No Goals. Tutorial and Free Play, that's it.. after playing
more and more time on the game i dont like how much of a delay there is im talking like 2 inchs of screen and im still getting
meleed servers suck and the game has been crashing so hard come back in like 2-3 months when they might have hanged some
things to make it better. Just the kind of game I've been waiting for, with a calming atmosphere and simple goals. It's truly a
delight to see what plant will be generate from the word you write on the seed packet. If you're a fan of the Steam game Viridi,
you will definitely enjoy this game as well, in my opinion. You don't have to take care of watering the plants, this is all about
growing them and seeing what comes out, and then using those plants to fulfill customer requests.

There are still some bugs being worked out in the game, but over time those will be taken care of, and so far they haven't
detracted from the experience.. Interesting idea, but veery complicated. Too complicated.. Awesome Game, make many profit,
many nice. Plexarium is an excellent blend of action, immersion, and rewarding gameplay. On top of that, I have yet to
encounter a single bug within it so far, which is hard to say for some indie titles.. Fun, simple, and challenging little puzzle
game, worth the money.. I bought this game so that I could fight Alice Cooper/Dante as a plucky female C.I.A. agent... So far,
I'm not dissapointed.... Very much similar to the later Samurai Shodown titles this game follows in it's footsteps as a spiritual
successor, or rather a game based at a later date than SS with an entirely different cast of characters.
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